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2 Audible Sound 

RECORDING AND REPRODUCTION 
Since the very introducllon 01 electronic 
sound reproduction, ever Increasing de
mands have been placed on the quality 
and fidelity 01 the reproduced sound. The 
greatest single Influence on Ihese d� 
mends was the introduction 01 FM, and 
laler slerephonle, radio broadcasting. 
These transmissions brought concert hall 
quality Into the living rooms of a vast and 
critical audience where the necessity of a 
high fidelity reproduction system was very 
quickly realised. The latter years' semi· 
electronic music, where mUSicians use a 
wide variety 01 electronic instruments, 
pick-ups, amplifiers, delay lines etc., 10 
add new dimensions to their sounds, has 
further Increased the demands on the au
dio electronic Industry In terms of high 
performance equipment. 
Thus, a situation exists where II Is almost 
Impossible to market a reproduction sys
tem which merely reproduces sound. To
day's equipment must fulfill strict (equlre
ments to noise level. distortion, Impulse 
response, frequency range etc., before It 
will be considered by a prospective pur
chaser. Subjective Judgement Is in many 
cases an excellent means of quality classi
fication and In fact will always influence 
the ultimate decision. However, when ques
tions are raised regarding development, 
production control, fauit finding and docu
mentation of a system's capabilities, then 
objective measurements have to be made. 
The purpose of this leaflet Is to describe 
how the BrOel & KJcer range 01 measuring 
instruments can assist In the realization 01 
truly high fidelity by objective means 
within this field - the field of electro
acoustics. 
ElECTROACOUSTIC MEASUREMENTS 
Measurements on the wide variety 01 elec
tronic devices used to e;reate HI FI sound, 
are all concerned with determining the 
changes made to the sound program from 
its first recording 10 Its final reproduction. 
Any syslem used for measurement In elec
troacoustics can, therefore, be divided Into 
s'

transmitting section, supplying a well 
defined signal, and a receiving section, 
measuring the characteristics of this signal 
aller it has passed through the device 
under test. The scheme on the opposite 
page Indicates the Instrumentation pos
sibllllJes with BrOel & Kjcer Instruments and 
also indicates the recording and display 
devices available. 
THE TRANSMITIlNG 
section may consist of generators supply
Ing sine, random noise, bands of random 
noise or swept narrow band random noise 
signals, or It may supply signals from, for 
instance, tapes or records with pre-recor
ded test signals. 

THE RECEIVING 
section may, In the case of electronic mea
surements, consist of a variety of voltm&
ters, measuring amplifiers or frequency 
analyzers. For acoustic measurements a 
condenser microphone assembly Is added. 

Recor(jl"ll .... 
Equipment 

Basic organizati on of on au 0 ropro ue ng .yatem. 
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Frequency Response 

The measurements described can all be 
made to fulfill the requirements in the Ger
man standard DIN 45500 sheet 7 for HI-FI 
loudspeakers or loudspeaker combina
tions. This standard Is probably the most 
widely used standard In Western Europe, 
but due to the flexibility 01 the instruments, 
measurements can easily be made to most 
other standards. 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
The frequency response of loudspeakers 
may be measured In many different ways, 
since both sine, band noise and white noise 
can be used. The DIN standard 45500, 
recommends 1/3 octave bands of plnk
weighted random noise. This type of signal 
can be generated very easily and with a 
high degree of accuracy by a combination 
of the Noise Generator Type 1405 and Ihe 
Band Pass Filler Set Type 1615. The 
Noise Generator can produce both ·plnk" 
and awhile" noise In the entire audio 
range. 
The advantage gained by this noise band 
excitation compared to single frequency 
signals Is that narrow resonance pheno
mena are to some extent averaged out on 
Ihe receiving side. The radiated sound
pressure is converted to electrical signals 
by a condenser microphone assembly. The 
microphone cartridge should be of the Sine response 01 a medlum..quellty, two-way loudspeeker system. 

free-field type which Internally compen
sates for the disturbance created In the 
sound field by its presence. The signal Is 
then fed via a Measuring Amplifier, e.g. 
Type 2606, to the Level Recorder Type 2305 
or Type 2307. 
In cases of dominating background noise, 
the Audio Fraquency Spectrometer Type 
2113, which Includes a measuring ampli
fier, may be used to increase the noise Im
munity considerably. 
However, the mentioned standard requires 

an additional measurement carried out 
with a sine excitation swept in the range 
between the axial resonant frequency 
and 250 Hz. 
This low frequency response check can be 
performed by the same set-up If the 
Noise Generator is replaced by the 
Beat Frequency Oscillator Type 1022 or Response 01 samo loudsp8lllkOM system exelled by pink-welgillod, 'f. oelave Ilitered random noise. 
the Sine Random Generator Type 1024. 
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Set-up lor response melUlurements utiUllng nar- Set-up lor slna or swept narrow-band nOise 
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Frequency Response 

Response 10 pink nolS8 displayed on Real-Time '1. Octave Analyzer Type 3347. 
Sine responstl of same system displayed on Fre
Quency Response Tracer Type 4712. 
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Two eet-upli where Ihe selective .&celvln" sides are automatically tuned to the axcllatlon frequency. 

RECORDED TEST SIGNALS 
As well as the lest procedures required by 
the' standards, manufacturers will often 
wish to perform additional measurements 
on their products In order to obtain Infor· 
matlon regarding properties which are 
known 10 be critical. Since several diller
ent signals may thus be required, It seams 
resonable to use a tape recorder loaded 
with a "homemade" tape as signal source. 
A separate tape may be developed for 
each type of product. 

If convenient, the response may be recor
ded on another track of a multichannel 
tape recorder. 
Synchronism between the recorded pro
gram and the Level Recorder Is obtained 
automatically with the aid of the Response 
Test Unit Type 4409 If a 1000 Hz burst Is 
recorded In advance of the test. 

PRODUCTIONS CONTROL 
Olten It is desirable to perform a total pro
duction test. In this case The Real-Time 
1/3 Octave Analyzer Type 3347 Is a very 
favourable choice, since the advantages 
of random excitation can be combined with 
those 01 Instantaneous read-out. Further
more, printed documentation can still be 
obtained. Due to the store-mode of the 
analyzer the printoul and the exchange of 
test object may take place simultaneously 
making an extremely high test rate possible 
without sacriftce of accuracy or flexibility. 
II sine excitation is acceptable and printed 
documentation Is not required, the Fre
quency Response Tracer Type 4712 can be 
used as read-out device. With this Instru
ment any desired range between 20 and 
20 000 Hz may be swept at a rate ranging 
from approx 1/3 octave per second to 3 
decades per second. 
Forward and reverse sweep speeds and 
the sweep limits are continuously adJust
able on the Response Tracer. 

OTHER SET UPS 
The B & K Heterodyne Analyzer Type 2010 
may be used both as a sine eXCitation 
generator and as a selective receiving sec
tion since it generates a sine wave with ex
tremely low distortion exactly at the 
frequency to which It Is tuned. 
The Heterodyne Slave Filter Type 2020 may 
be use.d In much the same way as it Is au
tomatically tuned to the generator fre
quency; suitable generators are the Types 
1022 and 1024. 
Due to the fact that there is a certain time 
delay dependent on the loudspeaker - mi
crophone distance, one must be sure that 
the sweep Is not so fast and/or the filter 
not so narrow that the frequency of the 
received signal is outside the filter pass
band. 
This frequency offset effect can, however, 
be used to perform free-field measure
ments In normal reverberant rooms. II the 
distance from the speaker to the nearest 
reflecting surface and on to the micro
phone is large compared to the direct 
distance, then the scanning speed and the 
bandwidth may be selected In such a way 
that the direct signal Is Inside, and all 
reflected signals outside the passband. 
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Polar Plots 

II Is, of course, Important to know if the 
radiated sound pressure is suflicienUy unl� 
lormly distributed In all the dlrecllons 
where listeners might place themselves. 
Valuable insight into this behaviour of a 
speaker system Is gained by recording its 
directional characteristic. 
The recording can be very easily made 
with the aid of the Turntable Type 3922, 
and the leval Recorder loaded with polar 
paper charts .The Turntable has slip rings 
lor the transfer of line power and signal 
voltage whereby twisting of wires and cab· 
les is effectively avoided. Synchronization 
between the Table and the Recorder Is 
performed by a single cable and a rota
tion seQuence can be started from alther 
of the Instruments. 

IMPEDANCE 
Since most of the a & K oscillators and 
generators provide compressor regulation 
facilities, which may elfectively convert 
them from voltage to current generators, 
they are Ideally suited for automatic impe
dance plots of loudspeakers. The acoustic 
environment will Influence this measure
ment and several standards (e.g. lEe 200, 
DIN 45573 sheet 1 and as 2498) are con
cerned about specifying the preferred con
ditions. 

Arrangement cepeble 01 measuring the Irequency 
dependence 01 Ihe loudsp(loker Impedance. 

Polar plot 01 medium quality, two-way loudsp-aakar systam. 
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Sketch showing dllr&rent principles In distortion measurements. 
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Distortion 

Ideally, a loudspeaker Is a linear device 
which creates a sound pressure propor
tional to the voltage across Its voice-coli. 
Several imperfections are Involved how
ever. The magnetic field Is not linear, the 
suspension will normally exhibit a harden
Ing characteristic and the cone can only 
be considered rigid In a IImltad frequency 
range. 
When a program is transmitted through 
such a nonlinear system, the ratio between 
a tone and its harmonics will be changed 
and new frequency components, not origi
nally present, will be generated. 

HARMONIC DISTORTION 
DIN 45500 demands a plot of the total 
harmonic dlslortlon. A set-up whIch meets 
all the DIN requirements may be compo
sed of the Beat Frequency OSCillator, Ihe 
Heterodyne Slave Filter Type 2020 and one 
of the Measuring Amplifiers. The Slave 
Filler Is used In the rejection mode which 
leaves only the distortion components to 
be measured. 
If the distortion is tO'be determined at dis
crete frequencies only, then the Frequen
cy Analyzer Type 2120 will prove very ad
vantageous. Used In the rejactlon mode, 
the total harmonic distortion will be indi
cated and If the bandpass position Is 
utilized, the amplitude of the individual 
components can easily be obtained on the 
Level Recorder. 
In all cases where harmoniC distortion Is 
to be measured, It Is essential that the ge
nerator distortion does not contribute to 
the measurement results. 
The most complete Impression of the dis
tortion Is obtained by plotting the magni
tude of the individual harmonic compo

�nents vs. frequency. This Is possible with 
Ihe aid of the Tracking Frequency Multi
plier Type 1901. This Instrument Is ab·

le to 
tune any of the filters Type 2010, 2020 or 
202 1 to harmonIc components with index 
numbers in the range from 0,1 to 99,9 or 
1 to 999 in steps of 0, 1 or 1 respectively 
dependent on the IIIter utilized. 
The only input required by the Frequency 
Multiplier is either the pure excitation sig
nal or the distorted, but stili periodic, out
put from Ihe device under test. This grest 
flexibility allows detailed analySis 01 distor
tion to be carried out In many situations 
where it was not previously possible . 
A fast Check of the distortion may also be 
obtained on the Real-Time 1/3 Octave Ana
lyzer Type 3 347. The large display will Im
mediately Indicate the effect of external 
adjustments or corrections. If the funda
mental Irequency Is rejected by a separate 
liller, the dynamic range of the measure
ment will be Increased considerably. 
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Distortion-Efficiency 

INTERMODULATION 
II two or more frequencies are transmitted 
through a nonlinear system simultaneous
ly, new components will be created. 
For the measurement of this type of distor· 
tion the Heterodyne Analyzer Type 2010 Is 
a very powerful 1001. Constant bandwidths 
can be selected in the range from 3.16 Hz 
to 1000 Hz, and the centre frequency can 
be tuned from 2 Hz to 200 000 Hz. Thus a 
very detailed analysis of modulation pro
ducts can be obtained. 
Since the fundamental frequencies need 
nol be harmonicly related, the distortion of 
the Individual signals Is 01 limited impor
lance. 

EFFICIENCY 

The efficiency of a loudspeaker Is usually 
very low, typically about one per cent. The 
exact figure can be calculated by integra
ting the three dimensional Iree-lield sound 
pressure characteristic. Since, however, 
thiS Is otten strongly dependent on Ire
quency and, furthermore, highly Irregular, 
the method Is not very uselul in practice. 

A much easier method to determine the ef
fiCiency can be used if a reverberation 
room is available. The method utilizes the 
fact that in such a room there Is a simp le 
relationship between the sound pressure 
and the supplied power. This relation only 
requires the Knowledge of room volume 
and reverberation lime. 
If the speaker under test Is excited by 
third octave pink weighted noise, a plot of 
the efficiency as a function of frequency 
is easily obtained. The receiver side may 
contain the Spectrum Shaper Type 5587 to 
eliminate the effect of changes in rever
beration time with frequency. 

IMPULSE RESPONSE 
In recent years the Impulse response of 
loudspeakers has gained considerable at
tention. This is mainly due to the limited 
corre!lation which exists between the tra
ditional objective measurements and the 
subjective quality evaluation found by lis
tener tests. 

-

R ... spons ... display On oscilloscop .... 

Non IIIlMI" 
dtviCli 

For this type of test a squared sine pulse 
is very useful, since Its spectrum Is flat 
below a corner frequency determined by 
the sine argument, and because it contains 
very liWe energy above this frequency. 
For the recording of the response B & K 
has recently developed an ideal instru
ment, the Digital Event Recorder type 7502. 
The memory in the 7502 can contain up to 
10000 words of 8 bits each. The replay 
can be speeded up and repeated, making 
the response suitable for oscilloscope ob
servation, or it can be slowed down for 
pen recording purposes. 

Output ."" "" 

ImpulSf.l r ... spons ... r ... ad-out on I ... vel recorder. 
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Frequency Response - Distortion 
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Arrangement for the detarmTnalion of the freque<lcy response of a mIcrophone. 

ResponSE! of ordinary. Ine�penslve dynamic microphone. 

Generator 

Band·pass 
Filtar 

A 
/ 

Read-out 
Meter 

" 
Recorder 
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Decre�'ing Sound PreSWffi, constalll Ol$to"ion 

Principle of distortion measurements on microphones overcoming the demand of a pur e aoo.md field. 

DISTORTION 
Due to the very small forces and displace
ment Involved with the active parts of a 
microphone, the distortion at moderate 
sound pressures is not a major problem. 
Since, furthermore, a measurement of the 
harmoniC distortion calls for a pure sound 
field. which Is difficult to generate, this 
type 01 measurement has not gained wide 
spread use. 

If a microphone is placed In a free sound 
field at a considerable distance from the 
loudspeaker, the output will possess a cer
tain distortion. If the distsnce Is reduced, 
the distortion will probably Increase due 
to the increased sound level. If the distor
tion can be split Into steady and distance 
dependent parts, the laller will be due to 
the microphone. 

'. 
---

When the properties of microphones are 
to be determined, the input must of coursa 
be an acoustic signal with well known pro
perties. These signals are far more com
plicated to generate than the electrical 
signals used when loudspeakers, ampli
fiers, tape recorders etc. are tested. 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
One of the more I mportant characteristics 
of a microphone 18 Its frequency response. 
In DIN 45500 sheet 5, restrictions 8re put 
on both the theoretical and the actual 
curva. To parform a measurement o f  the 
sensitivity as a function of frequency, It Is 

Response displayed on Response Tracer Type 4712. 

necessary to generate an acoustic field 
which Is frequency independent. This can 
normally not be done direclly. If, however, 
the sound level is monitored by a B & K 
Measuring Microphone placed close to the 
device under test, and If the electrical ge
nerator has an automatic gain or compres
sor circuit, the level will only depend on 
the reference microphone. 
As signal source the Beat Frequency Os
cillator Type 1022 or the Sine-Random Ge
nerator Type 1 024 is very well suited, be
cause of their continuous three decade 
sweep and compressor feature . 
The resulting response curve can be plot
ted .on the level Recorder Type 2307 or it 
may be displayed on the screen of the Fre
quency Response Tracer Type 4712. 
The generator is tuned mechanically by 
the level Recorder which delivers the re
sponse on a chart of frequency calibrated 
paper, this may then be supplied with the 
tested unit as proof of the quality 01 the 
device. 
When the Response Tracer Is used, the sa
me curva Is obtained on the screen but 
the documentallon Is lost. The Tracer has 
e bullt-In frequency to voltage converter 
which automatically creates an X-deflec
tion corresponding to the instantaneous 
frequency of the excitation. 
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Distortion -Directional Characteristics 

Another method is based on the traditional 
measurement of Intermodulalion. If two 
sound fields are generated simultaneously, 
then components at the sum- and d i f fer
ence frequencies present In the micro
phone output can only be generated by 
the microphone. 
For this type of measurement the Hetero
dyne Analyzer is ideal since it has very 
wide dynamic range and narrow band
widths. 
The- frequencies which should be used and 
the ratio between their magnitudes are at 
the present left to the choice of the manu
facturer but the subject is under considera
tion in a commission under the IE C . 
DIN 45 500 also has restrictions on the 

tolerable microphone distortion, but dOBs 
not deal with the methods of measurement. 

DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
In many applications using microphones, It 
is of great Importance to know the direc
tional characteristic. With the microphone 
mounted on a Turntable Type 3922 It Is 
extremely simple to obtain the desired plot 
on a special sheet of polar paper. DIN 
45500 requires different demands to be 
met dependent upon the type of micro
phone. Either of Ihese tests can be per
formed with a set-up of the Turntable, an 
OSCillator, a Measuring Amplifier, and a 
L.evel Recorder. 
I! plots made at different frequencies must 
be compared directly, a compressor loop 
must be utilized to compensate for an 
Imperfect frequency response of the 
loudspeaker. 

,�, 

Set-up lor recording directional characteristics 01 II. microphone. The Reference Microphone and the 
Compressor Amplilier Bre not required II the plots may be recorded at diNe rent sound pressure levels. 

Olrectlon .. 1 charactarlstlc 01 a dynamic microphone. 



The mechanical system present In e.g. 
record players, may contribute to imperfec
tions In the final program. 
Two quantities ara of Importance. The first 
is the ability of the system to maintain a 
constant and accurate speed of revolution 
while the second Is the degree 10 which the 
vibrations from the motor end the mechan
ical transmission system will create an 
output voltage from the pick-up. 

RUMBLE 
For the purpose of production control and 
writing specifications for the customer, 
rumble Is normally measured as the output 

__ 001., Rymblo of 
TlIrn!flrlt 

Turiltable rumble Bt different speeds of revolution. 

PICK-UP 
The pick-up converts the mechanical vi
brations engraved In the groove walls 01 
a recorded disc into electrical signals. The 
signal may be monaural or stereophonic 
and the pick-up must have properties In 

Rumble-Wow and 

from the pick-up when an unmodulated 
groove is replayed, the output signal being 
weighted by passing It through a standard 
rumble !iller. This filter Is incorporated In 
the Record Filter Sel Type 5583. In the dev
elopment phase it Is of great Imporlance to 
analyze the rumble signal sinCe this gives 
insight into which parts of Ihe system one 
could suspect. For analysis 01 this kind 
the Frequency Analyzer Type 2 120 should 
be used. Vibrations can be analyzed down 
to 2 Hz and the bandwidth may be chosen 
to be as narrow as 1%. The long averagIng 
times which are required are also provi
ded. 

wow AND FLUTTER 
B & K pr,oduces no Instruments specially 
designed lor wow and II utter measure
ments, but il an uncalibrated Indication lor 
comparison is sullicient, then a lilter 
slightly detuned Irom the recorded Ire
quency will give an impression 01 the level. 
II, e.g. the Heterodyne Analyzer Type 2010 
is tuned to give a 15 dB reduction from 
the reading at the centre Irequency, the 
3.15 Hz lilter will produce an output change 
01 more than 60 dB per percent. 
01 course a reading 01 the centre fre
quency will indicate if the speed of rota
tion is within the tolerable limits. 

Pick-up Measurements 

accordance with this. A monophonic sigr 
moves only laterally but a stereophonIc 
signal will generally have both vertical and 
horizontal components. 

TEST RECORDS 
The most common way to test pick-up units 
Is to replay a well-deli ned test record. This 
method has some disadvantages which 
make it difficult to achieve accurate mea
surements. The material of the disc Is 
subject to mechanical wear and the pro
perties 01 the signal may change slightly 
as the groove speed decreases towards 
the centre. 
Never-the-less, test records are stili the 
preferred means when the performance of 
pick-ups must be measured. 
The B & K Test Record OR 2009 Is engra
ved with frequency sweeps Irom 20 Hz to 
20.000 Hz. Four different types of modula
tion are available making it possible to 
perform a wide range of Important measure
ments. Each band is preceded by a 1000 Hz 
calibration and synchronizing signal. When 
using the Response Test Unit Type 4409, 
the level Recorder is activated at the start 
01 the sweep. 

11 
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Frequency Response-Arm Resonances 

With the aid of the Test Record OR 2009, 
1requency response measurements and 
measurements of the crosstalk become 
very simple matters. On bands 1 & 2 of 
the Test Record only one 01 the wails 
carries modulation. This means that both 
the frequency response and the crosstalk 
can be measured individually for the two 
channels. 

BALANCE 
The chopping facility provided by the Test 
Unit may be used to examine the balance 
as a function of frequency. Replaying bands 
3 & 4 In this mode will Indicate the balance 
both In the horizontal and vertical direc
tions. The balance measurement may also 
be regarded as a frequency response 
measurement. 

ARM RESONANCES 
It is important thai the tuned circuit, con
sisting of the stylus suspension and the 
moment of inertia of the tone arm, Is well 
damped and that the resonant frequency 
is kept outside the audible range. The 
Test Record may also be used for this 
kind of measurement if the speed 01 rota
lion can be reduced. 
Test records for this kind 01 measure
ments afe available from many manufac
turers. 

Plot ot frequency reapon$& end crosstalk level 01 Ine�pel\$ive shtreophonlc pick-up. 



Frequency Response-Azimuth 

As a storage device, magnetic tape exhibits 
some advantages compared 10 discs. 
Tapes are lass sensitive to mechanical da
mage; the signal can be erased and a new 
program recorded when desired and it 
does not limit the number of available 
channels, provided II has sufliclent width. 

AZIMUTH 

Test tapes are often recorded with a signal 
intended for azimuth adjustments. If the 
lilt of the replay head Is adjusted for maxi
mum output when replaying this Signal, the 
head wllJ be aligned to the same angle as 
the one with which the tape was recorded. 
Once the replay head has been adjusted 
after this method, the record head may be 
aligned after much the same procedure 
ensuring that tapes can be interchanged 
between recorders without affecting the 
high frequency response. 

The main disadvantages are lack of long 
term stability and print through effect. 
Various national standards call for dille
rent signal conditioning during recording 
and playback; the general principle Is that 
the parts of the audio spectrum, where 
ordinary speech and music contain only 
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Frequency .espom.e curves of a tape recorder at variOUS tape speeds. The peak al 20 Hz Is the slert
signal for the level recorder. 

lillie energy, are given extra amplification. 
/! is important to note that the necessary 
corrections are also functions of the tape 
speed. Test tapes, designed for the mea
surement of a wide variety of tape recor
der properties, are available from many 
manufacturers. 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
Even very Inexpensive tape recorders 
usually contain both a recording and a re
producing channel which may be made 
up of more or less common circuitry. In 
high quality equipment these circuits are 
separated. 
The two circuits must generally be exam
Ined individually. The replay Circuits can 
be tested with standard test-tapes. II Is im
portant,however, that the used test tape is 
valid in the country where the recorder is 
intended to be used. 
With the aid of the Beat Frequency Oscil
lator Type 1022 a test-tape may be reCOf
ded on a standard device. The sweep 
should be logarilhmic and cover the range 
from 20 Hz to 20 000 Hz in 47 seconds, in 
order to match the frequency calibrated 
paper of the Level Recorders Type 2305 
and 2307. If preceded by a 1000 Hz syn
chronization burst and if Ihe Response Test 
Unil is used, Ihe signal will automatically 
start the Leved Recorder at the beginning 
of the sweep. 
A test-tape containing a series of rapid 
sweeps may be used to display the play
back response on the Response Tracer 
Type 4712. Since this instrument contains a 
frequency to voltage converter, this set-up 
is extremely simple. Furthermore, the fact 
that the response is continuously visible 
on the screen makes it possible to perform 
fast, easy, reliable and accurate response 
adjustments. 
The frequency response of the recording 
amplifier cannot be measured alone with
out special measures, but if the replay 
characteristic is known, the overall res
ponse is sufficient. This curve can be 
measured in different ways dependent 
on whether or not the unit is designed 
for Immediate playback. If so, the leval 
Recorder may b e  connected to the output 
and The Beat Frequency Oscillator to the 
input. At resonable tape and scanning 
speeds, the frequency offset between I�
put and output will be insignificant. If in
stantaneous replay is not provided, then 
the tape must first be recorded and re
played afterwards. The problem of syn
chronization of the frequency axes may 
again be solved by utilizing the Response 
Test Unit Type 4409. 
The method of rapid sweeps and readout 
on the Response Tracer also applies In 
this case. 

" 
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Distortion -Hum and Noise -Crosstalk 

DISTORTION 
In a well designed tape recorder the tape 
should be the only significant contributor 
to the total Input-la-output distortion. The 
distortion of the amplifiers can be measu
red by very straight forward methods, but 
dependent on frequency, care m�st be la
ken to make the proper corrections due 
to pre- or deemphasis. 
A measurement 01 the overall distortion 
may also be desirable and,ln this case,no 
corrections are required. 
Both the Heterodyne Analyzer Type 2010 
and the Frequency Analyzer Type 2 120 can 
be used with advantage il single frequency 
measurements are performed, due to their 
narrow bandwidths and their wide dyna
mic ranges. 
Utilizing the Tracking Frequency Multiplier 
Type 1901 makes it possible to measure 
any desired harmonic and solves the 
problem of synchronization. 

HUM AND NOISE 
Noise is generated in several ways in a 
tape recorder. In a well designed machine 
the main contributor to white noise gene· 
ration is the tape. This is due to the fact 
that the magnetic material is not homogen· 
eous but composed of small, discrete 
magnetic elements. 
In mains operated units the amplifiers may 
pick up stray magnetic fields from trans· 
formers, motors etc. This is most likely to 
happen in the replay head due to the weak 
Signal and the heavy low frequency de-
emphasis at play back. 
A frequency analysis of the output both 
with and without the tape In normal op· 
eration will indicate the severity and, to 
some extent, the origin of hum·signals. 

CROSSTALK 
A special type of undesired signal may be 
present In multichannel tape recorders 
Where signals recorded on one channel 
are also present on the others. 
This effect Is usually a function of fre-
quency. In cases where the crosstalk is 
low, It may be measured by recording nar· 
row band noise in e.g. third octave steps. 
During playback, the Response Test Unit 

may be utilized to obtain synchronization 
between the selective measurement set·up 
and the recorded program. 

Oh'liortion 01 a 300 Hl'! pure lone as feproduced 
by a laplI·recorder. The Fr equency Analyzef Type 
2120 was us&d In the 3'/. Bandwldlh p05!t1on. 
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Noise and hum chafacterlatlcs of a good quality tape recorder. At higher 'requencies the output will 
Increau at 3 dB/octave due to white noise. 

Tapa recorder crosslalk racorded wllh seleclive receiving side In order to avoid hum components. 



Mechanical Check- Modulation Noise 

Phase _111ft between channels 01 a "HI FI" tape recorder. One of the signals I! given an 1nltlal phase 
shUt to avoid fluctuations around �9ro. 

RltCordlng 01 the fluctuations In phase shift from .&Cordlng to f9productfon 01 a professional tape 
recorder. 

MECHANICAL CHECK 
A valuable check on the performance of a 
transport system can be obtained on mul· 
titrack tape recorders by applying Ihe 
same sine signal to two different channels 
and measuring Ihe phase deviaUon 
between the signals during playback. II 
the tape has nonuniform tension, If it does 
not pass the heads with a stable position 
or if the mechanical tapa-head contact is 
not satisfactory, Ihe phase will fluctuate. 
Another check can be performed by mea· 
suring Ihe phase between a signal being 
recorded and Its Instantaneous reproduc
tion. The tape transport delay may equal 
several times 36 0° phase shift. but the 
frequency can be adjusted to give zero 
mean Indication. This method will Indi
cate the stability .of the forces acting on 
the tape. If wow and flutter are present, 
they will also contribute to the total error. 
Therefore the method is well suited to fast 
checks on the function of the entire me
chanical system during normal transport 
conditions. Both In this. and the former 
case, the chosen frequency will determine 
the resolution of the measurement. 

MODULATION NOISE 
A special source of distortion in tape re
corders Is found if  the tape exhibits small 
rapid oscillations when passing the heads, 
Such vi brations will create sidebands to a 
pure tone recorded on a tape. The pre
sence of this kind of Imperfection Is very 
quickly discovered when USing a Hetero
dyne Analyzer Type 2 0 1 0. This instrument 
has very narrow IiIters and furthermore 
provides frequency marker outputs which 
automatically calibrate the paper when 
used with the Level Recorder . 
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16 Frequency Response-Undesired Signals 

With the present state of technology it is 
quite easy to construct both preamplifiers 
and power amplifiers which afe much more 
perfect than the transducers most com
monly used In an audio channel, at least 
as far as frequency, phase and distortion 
characteristics afe concerned. This does 
not mean that these quantities should not 
be measured and quoted by manufacturers. 
However. the procedures to be followed 
and the instruments to be used when per
forming traditional measurements on am
plifiers will nol be mentioned here since 
they are all straight forward and should be 
well known. 

UNDESIRED SIGNALS 
A frequency analysis of the output signal 
with no Input applied will disclose all the 
undesired components which will be added 
to a particular program. In multichannel 
amplifiers crosstalk may also be present. 
If the analysis is performed with the Hete
rodyne Analyzer Type 2010, the tracking 
BFO output may be applied to another 
channel and thus the measurement will 
cover hum, noise and crosstalk compo
nents Simultaneously. 
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Tone control and lilt&< Influence on the Irequency response 0 1  a modem emplilier. 

Combined analysis 01 underalred signals. The crosstalk la Inslgnilicant compared to the nolle. 
The 10 Hz bandwith 01 the Analyzer Type 2010 was utilized. 



System Check 

D 
Even if the individual parts of a sound re
production system are carefully designed, 
manufactured and tested, it may be a re-
80nabls requirement 10 examine the res
ponse of the entire system when it is in
stalled. This measurement has the very 
great advantage thai the actual "listening 
room" is taken into account. 
A well suited test signal Is third octave 
pink-weighted random noise. 
Test records are available with this type 
01 Signal. Its advantages arB that small 
peaks or notches in the response are 
averaged out and that the noise bands 
contain the same mean energy, which in 
the Ideal case should croate a flat sound 
pressure curve. For the response measure
ment an Inexpensive Sound Level Melar 
such as Type 2205 is placed al lha listeners 
position and tha meier is observed during 
the lest. Due 10 tha weighting network 
Incorporated in this Sound Level Meter a 
correction must be perf9rmed in accor
dance with a curve supplied with the 
Meter. 
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Miscellaneous Devices 

In the previous secllons a lew of the 
8xlstlng electro-acoustic devices have 
been reviewed together with some measu· 
rement problems to which B & K instru· 

ments may be applied with advantage. 
There are numerous other electro-acou
stic devices on which measurements can 
be performed by the same Instruments. 

-. -

However, ali of these devices have lome 
properties In common with those discussed 
here and, therefore, the same measure· 
ment methods will apply. 
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Electroacoustic Standards 

Date 

1968 

1966 

1963 

1960/66 

1953 

1965 

1953 

1945 

1969 

1966 

1965 

NOV 1970 

MAY 1971 

APR 1966 

AUG 1971 

FEB 1971 

MAY1971 

OCT 1968 

MAY 1971 

F-EB 1969 

1962-71 

MAY 1971 

OCT 1963 

FEB 1966 

JUl1962 

JAN 1969 

MAY 1962 

Sta
tus') 

s 

s 

s 

s 
s 
s 
s 

s 

s 

s 
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D 
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Short Description 

Tape recorders, recording and reproducing characteristics, speeds and dimensions 
of tape, position of tracks 

loudspeakers, frequency response, polar plot, resonant frequency, power handling, 
test conditions, standard baffle 

Loudspeaker. Impedance, frequency response, polar plot, distortion, effeclency, 
power handling, recommended 

Tape recording at 38, 19, 7'/2 and 3'/. in/sec. Originally revised and extended 1966 

loudspeaker, physical dimensions, impedance and resonant frequency 

Disc racords, characteristics of reproducfng equipment 

Wow and flutter, general recommendation for measurements 

Loudspeakers, frequency response, distortion. efficiency polar plot, Impedance, 
transient response, conditions 

School music equipment, tape recorders, wow and flutter, frequency response, noise, 
distortion 

Amplifiers for musical instruments, function of tone controls, hum, noise 

Amplifiers, distortion, rated power, frequency response, intermodulatlon, hum and 
noise. methods and data presentation 

Disc reproducing equipment, wow and flutter, rumble, pick up frequency response, 
distortion, crosstalk 

Tape recorders, wow and flutter, frequency response, distortion, noise, crosstalk, 
erase damping 

S Microphones, frequency response, polar characteristic, distortion 

D Amplifiers frequency range, distortion, Intermodulation, crosstalk, noise, output 
power, damping ratio 

S Loudspeakers, frequency response, power handling, distorlion, music power 

S Combined equipment, frequency response, crosstalk. distortion, Intermodulation 

S Sound recorders, measurement of wow and flutter 

S Tapes '1.", '/2" and 1" width. Posltlon of tracks 

o Tapes, determination of electroacoustic properties. 

S Test tapes for ,/." tape at 76, 38, 19,9'12 and 4'1. cm/sec, 

o Tape, determination of print-through and nonunlformlty of recorded flux 

S Tape recorders, determination of crosstalk 

S Test records, wow and flutter, rumble, crosstalk, tracking angle 3 3  and 45 rev/min. 

S Loudspeakers, test conditions and methods for type test 

S Loudspeakers. power handling and life test 

S Loudspeakers, standard baffle for measurements 

'J S -Standard 
0- Draft 

Above Is given a list of the most relevant standards applied to electro acoustics. Many standards In the border area of this subject 
have been omitted and thus the list cannot be considered as being complete. Futhermore It is a known fact that several standard 
organizations have relevant subjects under consideration which may outdate the present survey In a relatively short period. 
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